Abstract-Large peer-to-peer systems exhibit the presence of communities based on user interests. Resources commonly shared within individual communities are in general relatively less popular and inconspicuous in the system-wide behavior. Hence, such communities are unable to benefit significantly from caching and replication that focus only on the most dominant queries. A community-based caching (CBC) solution that enhances both community-wide and system-wide lookup performance is proposed. CBC consists of a suboverlay formation scheme and a local-knowledge-based distributed caching (LKDC) algorithm. Suboverlays enable communities to forward queries through their members. While queries are forwarded, the LKDC algorithm causes members to identify and cache resources of interests to them, resulting in faster resolution of queries for popular resources within each community. Distributed local caching requires global information (e.g., hop count and popularity of contents) that is difficult and costly to obtain. However, by means of an analysis of globally optimal behavior and structural properties of the overlay, we developed the heuristicbased LKDC algorithm that not only relies on purely local information but also provides close-to-optimal caching performance. CBC is adaptive to changing popularity and user interests, works with any skewed distribution of queries, and introduces minimal modifications and overhead to the overlay network.
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INTRODUCTION
M ODERN peer-to-peer (P2P) systems share a variety of resources such as files, processor cycles, storage capacity, and sensors. Current systems are designed based on either the system-wide behavior, attempting to provide everyone an equal level of service (e.g., average search/ download time), or optimized for more dominant users' requirements. In either case, the performance of lookup (i.e., the process of searching for resources) degrades as the system sizes continue to grow. Recent studies [1] show that P2P systems in fact consist of many smaller communities. A community is a subset of peers that share some similarity in terms of resource semantics, geography, or organizational boundaries. Peers have semantic relationships based on the type of resources they frequently access [1] , [2] , for example, many BitTorrent communities dedicated to music, movies, Linux distributions, and games. Users from the same country tend to access similar resources as well [2] . For example, for 60 percent of the files shared by eDonkey peers, more than 80 percent of their replicas were located in a single country [2] . Moreover, semantic and geographic similarities are more prominent for moderately popular files. Communities may also arise based on organizational boundaries, for example, members of a professional organization or a group of universities often forms their own community to share resources and limit unrelated external traffic. Collaborative adaptive sensing of the atmosphere [3] , an emerging network of weather radars, is one such application where diverse communities of end users (e.g., emergency managers, National Weather Service, media, and scientists) access different subsets of data generated by a distributed set of radars. We can further envision distributed collections of large scientific databases such as genome sequences, geographic information systems (GIS), weather, census, and economic data that are accessed by communities of users from academic, research, and commercial institutions.
Emerging technological trends such as social networking indicate that we will continue to see the emergence of a large number of small and diverse communities within large P2P systems. Future P2P architectures, therefore, should support such communities by providing customized services based on their distinct characteristics. Such architectures should allow the emergence, growth, existence, and disappearance of communities on a continual basis, while enabling them to be a part of a global community or a system. Conversely, the P2P system can significantly benefit by taking into account the characteristics and requirements of these communities.
Content popularity profiles in P2P systems follow a Zipf's-like distribution [4] , [5] , [6] . However, resources popularly shared within an individual community typically do not rank high in popularity in the context of the overall P2P system [2] , and often are inconspicuous in the systemwide behavior. Therefore, such communities are unable to benefit from performance enhancements such as caching and replication that focus only on the most popular resources. For example, Beehive [5] and PoPCache [6] , [7] force a large fraction of peers (in a structured P2P system [8] ) to cache the most popular resources regardless of their interests. In spite of requiring large caches and many probing messages to estimate the global popularity, these solutions are inconsiderate of moderately popular resources. Several caching solutions are also available for unstructured P2P systems [9] , [10] . However, due to their random topologies, even the most popular queries are unable to benefit significantly from caching. Instead, several solutions propose to restructure the overlay topology by clustering users/peers with similar interests together [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] . These solutions provide better performance when a user's interests match those of the overall community. However, community membership is not rigid. A user, for example, may belong to multiple communities or switch from a geography-based community to a semantic-based one. Moreover, a community of researchers analyzing the spread of epidemics may access multiple scientific databases such as genome sequences, GIS, census, and weather data. Our analysis of search clouds from BitTorrent communities confirms that user interests in different communities overlap to some degree. See Section A1 in the supplementary material, which can be found on the Computer Society Digital Library at http:// doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/TPDS.2012.270, for a detailed discussion. The prefix "A" is added when referring to the sections, lemmas, and proofs in the supplementary material, available online (e.g., Section A1, Lemma A1, and Proof A1). Therefore, lookup performance degrades (due to inter-cluster lookup queries) when communities are partially isolated where substantial fraction of queries is for resources outside of a particular cluster. As the communities do not exist in isolation, it is desirable to form one large overlay by combining peers from all the communities such that resources can be efficiently accessed across all the communities. However, existing solutions cannot provide optimum performance under shared communities, and they are not designed to build communities based on incomparable similarity measures such as semantics and geography. Alternatively, mixing of resources from multiple communities is not desirable, as the popularity of individual resources typically subsides due to the mixing of many unshared resources (see Section A1, available online). For example, aggregation of two communities with Zipf'slike distributions does not necessarily result in a Zipf's-like distribution unless they have identical set of resources and popularity distributions (Section A1, available online). Therefore, it is important to not only maintain all the communities within a single overlay, but also cater to their popularities. Moreover, caching solutions designed for such systems need to be aware of communities' interests, adaptive, and message and storage efficient.
We propose a proactive community-based caching (CBC) solution for structured P2P systems where individual communities form seamlessly and cache resources of interest to them while being in a larger overlay. CBC consists of a suboverlay formation scheme and a localknowledge-based distributed caching (LKDC) algorithm. We first propose a method whereby suboverlays are formed within the overlay network, enabling communities to forward queries through their members. While the queries are forwarded, the LKDC algorithm causes the peers running it to identify and cache resources that are popular within their communities. Therefore, lookup queries for popular resources within a community are resolved faster. Consequently, both the community and system-level lookup performance improve. Distributed local caching (DLC) requires global information such as hop count and content popularity that are difficult and costly to obtain. However, by analyzing the globally optimal behavior and taking into account the structural properties of the overlay, we show that it is still possible to develop a close-to-optimal caching solution (namely LKDC) that relies purely on local statistics. CBC is independent of how the communities are formed, adaptive to changing popularity and user interests, and works with any skewed distribution of queries. It is more suitable when users primarily access resources from few communities, and the size of a community is moderate to large with respect to the P2P system. Compared to Beehive and PoPCache, which utilize large caches and distributed statistics, CBC caches more distinct resources using smaller caches and utilizes only the local statistics. Simulations based on Chord [15] , for example, show 40 percent reduction in overall average path length with per node cache sizes of 20. Less popular communities reduced the path length by three times compared to system-wide caching.
Problem statement is presented next. Suboverlay formation and requirements of distributed caching are presented in Section 3. In Section 4, a DLC problem, a relaxed-DLC problem, and the LKDC algorithm are presented. Simulation setup and performance analysis are presented in Sections 5 and 6, respectively. Section 7 presents concluding remarks. This is an extended version of the paper in [16] , and the major extensions include problem formulation, analytical results, and performance analysis.
PROBLEM STATEMENT
P2P systems consist of many smaller communities based on semantic, geographic, and organizational interests. However, as discuss in Section A1, available online, sharing among P2P communities (see Table A1 , available online) suggests that communities should not be isolated, and conversely combining multiple communities together subsides relative popularities of contents (see Fig. A1 , available online). Existing solution space is inadequate as they are limited to either isolating communities or combining all the communities together. Alternatively, better lookup performance can be gained by catering to the popularity of individual communities while being members of a larger P2P system.
Consider a P2P system with a set of M communities, with community m 2 M consisting of N m nodes interested in a set of K m resources with normalized popularity f k , where k 2 K m . Node n 2 N m has a cache capacity C n . List of symbols is given in Table 1 . Our goal is to find a feasible assignment of cache entries to peers that minimize the average hop count of each community m 2 M.
CACHING SOLUTION FOR COMMUNITIES
We focus on structured P2P systems, as they are appropriate for large-scale implementations due to high scalability and some guarantees on performance [8] . These systems use a distributed hash table (DHT) to index the resources. Each DHT node as well as a resource has its own unique identifier called a key. Each resource or its contact information, namely the value, is indexed (i.e., stored) at a node having a close by key in the key space. The resources are indexed and retrieved using put(key, value) and get(key) messages that are forwarded to appropriate nodes using a deterministic overlay. Chord, Kademlia, CAN, and Pastry are some of the well-known solutions that are used to build such an overlay [8] . These solutions typically keep pointers to nodes that are spaced at exponentially increasing gaps in the key space enabling messages to be routed with a bounded path length of OðlogNÞ, where N is the number of nodes in the system. Let us discuss a specific example using Chord [15] , which is considered the most flexible and robust structured P2P system [8] . Chord maps both the nodes and resources into a circular key space (see Fig. 1a ) using consistent hashing. However, Chord assumes all nodes to be equal partners and does not support any community formation. Based on the key, a resource is indexed at its successor, i.e., the closest node in the clockwise direction. Each node n maintains a set of pointers, called fingers, to nodes that are at ðn þ 2 iÀ1 Þ mod 2 b , where 1 i b and b is the key length in bits. For example, node n E in Fig. 1a keeps fingers to nodes n F , n G , n H , and n J . Routing table at a node consists of these fingers, and it is called the finger table. Fingers are used to recursively forward a message to a given key within a bounded path length of Oðlog NÞ. For example, n E can reach n L through the route n E ! n J ! n L . A node may also identify redundant fingers to reduce the latency and enhance robustness, for example, if n E knows about n K , a message may also take the path n E ! n K ! n L . Nodes can get to know about the demand for different keys by observing the get() messages that are forwarded through them. Accordingly, they can either cache the resources corresponding to those keys or their locations.
Exploiting Community Members to Cache
A community is a subset of peers with common interests. Fig. 1b illustrates an overlay network having two communities. One of the communities, for example, may be based on semantics, while the other may be based on geography. When communities are based on geography or organizational boundaries, nodes can be configured with their unique community identifiers (CIDs). Therefore, our solution supports communities based on different similarity measures or allows exceptions based on users' interest, for example, a node in US may connect to a community in India just to access Hindi movies. However, some of the peers may not know their CIDs, may not be aware of the existence of a community with similar interests, or may not even belong to any of the communities. For such cases, solutions such as [11] , [17] may be used to assign CIDs to nodes based on their similarity. Dissimilar metrics may be used to group the peers into communities. Only constraint is that each community needs to be identified using a unique CID. For rest of the discussion, we assume that such decisions are taken at the application layer [18] , outside of the overlay or caching solution. Assuming that each peer knows its community, our goal is to facilitate routing of overlay messages related to a community via its members (by forming a suboverlay) thus eliminating the inefficiency due to being in a common overlay. During the first couple of hops, the overlay messages tend to hop long distances in the key space and take alternative routes within overlay [7] , [8] . Messages converge in the last couple of hops as they approach the destination. Such behavior provides an opportunity for a node to reach its own community members in the first few hops, and then resolve queries using their caches. For example, suppose key k L indexed at n L is popular within Community 1 (Fig. 1b) . n k is likely to cache k L as it forwards many queries from its community members to n L . Consequently, future queries for k L can be answered at n k reducing one hop. This enables the communities to identify and cache resources of interest to them while enhancing the overall lookup performance. The destination node of a query may or may not belong to the community of the query originator, for example, n E and n L belong to different communities. A querying node n forwards a query through members of its community m under the assumption that "a resource important to n is also important to other members of m and they may have queried it before n did [1] , [2] , [13] . Therefore, the resource is likely to have been cached in one of the community members along the path." This assumption and the flexibility of using alternative routes are exploited to design the CBC solution for large-scale P2P systems with multiple communities. First, a mechanism to identify community members is proposed. Then, requirements of communityinfluenced caching are discussed.
Suboverlay Formation
Each node indicates its communities using one or more CIDs or uses a predefined identifier to indicate that it is not in a community. Based on CIDs, nodes try to establish stronger connections among community members allowing them to forward queries through suboverlays. To build a suboverlay, each node needs to identify other community members that are at approximately exponential distances in the key space. For example, it is useful for n E to keep pointers to n G ; n I , and n K instead of n F ; n H , and n J . To take advantage of alternative routes, we need to identify members only for the higher order pointers/fingers, i.e., ones that point to faraway nodes. To ease the identification process, each node advertises its CIDs to its successor, predecessor, and other nodes that keep pointers to it. Such advertisements can be piggybacked with overlay maintenance messages. However, given a large number of communities, it is unlikely that a node will identify members using only the advertisements that are sent to specific nodes. Nevertheless, if nodes receiving such advertisements are willing to track those CIDs within their routing tables, other nodes may query them to find community members. For example, if n E queries n J 's routing table, it may get to know about n K . The majority of the structured P2P systems such as Chord, Pastry, and Kademlia maintain many pointers. Therefore, nodes are likely to figure out at least one member for most of the higher order pointers by sampling a few nodes.
Following modification is proposed to discover community members in Chord. Each node in Chord maintains at least 2 log 2 N fingers [15] . ith finger (b À 2 log 2 N i b) points to a key space of size 2 iÀ1 , i.e., ith finger can be used to reach any key within a distance of [2 iÀ1 ; 2 i ). It can be shown that both the node pointed to by the ith finger and its successor can be used to identify 2ði þ 2 log 2 N À bÞ À 1 distinct nodes (see Lemma A1, available online). If desired, the finger table of successor's successor may also be probed. Moreover, the probability of finding a community member increases with i, i.e., high-order fingers (see Lemma A2, available online). For example, if the nodes are uniformly distributed in the key space, more community members are likely to be available between pointers to n H and n J than between n F and n H . Periodic overlay maintenance messages issued by Chord can be used to probe the finger tables for community members. If a member is not found, the message is forwarded to the successor and its finger table is checked. It will be further forwarded to the successor's successor, if a member is still not found. Maintenance message of ith finger should not be forwarded to the node pointed by the (i þ 1)th finger. We limit the number of hops to forward a maintenance message using the parameter hop max . When a member is found, its contact details are piggybacked onto the response to the maintenance message. If the finger table has a limited capacity, nodes may replace original fingers with fingers to community members. Otherwise, both fingers may be maintained for resilience. Once the finger tables are updated, Chord's recursive greedy routing algorithm is used to forward messages to a given key within Oðlog NÞ hops.
If a node changes its community, members of the new community can be identified by refreshing the finger table either immediately or during the next cycle of overlay maintenance messages. Hence, nodes can identify relevant members with minor overhead, and any structured P2P system that provides alternative routers can be used to relay messages through them. Furthermore, worst-case path length bound is still maintained as we preserve the properties of the overlay routing protocol. Our survey of BitTorrent users shows that though users are likely to access contents from multiple communities, 89 percent of the time they access contents from at most two communities (see Section A3, available online). Therefore, a node needs to maintain fingers only for its primary set of communities; hence, finger table size is Oðlog NÞ. A message may be tagged with the CID of the source node so that intermediate nodes can use the suitable set of fingers while forwarding the message.
Community-Influenced Caching
As the messages are forwarded through suboverlays, nodes are able to identify and cache resources that are relevant to their communities. Because we focus on communities' interests and preserve the overlay routing properties, local estimation of relative popularities is adequate to decide what a node should cache. For example, consider a node n with C n ¼ 1. If messages mostly come from community members, and k a is requested more frequently than k b , n will cache k a . Sometimes, n may observe even more requests for a k c that is not accessed by its community. This occurs if n is along the path to an overlay neighbor in the overlay routing tree (ORT) that indexes a globally popular key. In such a case, it is useful for n to cache k c to improve the overall lookup performance. When members of the community interested in k c (if there is such a community) realize that it is a popular resource, they will add k c to their own caches. Consequently, n will observe a lower demand for k c , giving it the opportunity to cache k a . Therefore, in contrast to previous solutions [5] , [6] , [7] , [9] , local statistics are adequate to provide a customized service to each of the communities. Next, we discuss a distributed cache-capacity-allocation mechanism based on the local statistics and structure of the overlay topology.
DISTRIBUTED CACHING
We first formulate the DLC problem. The DLC problem requires global information that is difficult to obtain. Hence, a relaxed version of the problem is formulated based on the overlay properties to answer the two key questions: Where to place cache entries? and how many cache entries to create? Based on this formulation, a heuristic-based caching algorithm is proposed.
DLC
In DLC, each overlay node independently decides what keys to cache based on the get(key) messages that it forwards. For example, suppose n J in Fig. 1 can cache only one key and each node indexes only one key. If key k L (indexed at node L) is requested more frequently than k K ; n J should cache k L and its corresponding value. Therefore, in contrast to previous solutions [5] , [6] , [7] , [9] , local statistics are adequate to determine what keys to cache at a node. Query arrivals in P2P systems show flash crowds and diurnal and seasonal effects [1] , [5] . Therefore, statistics such as periodic, network-wide query counts or arrival rate estimates, used in [5] , [6] , [7] , [9] , [19] , are inadequate to decide effectively when and what to cache. Moreover, such sampling messages introduce a significant overhead. Instead, nodes can still be made adaptive, if local statistics are collected at different granularities such that long-term and/or shortterm popularity changes are properly captured. However, to design an effective solution, both the local statistics and overlay topology must be taken into account. For example, suppose n E forwards five messages to n F and three messages to n L through n J . Based on the local statistics, n E will cache n F 's resources. Therefore, n E can answer five queries in the future (assuming same query characteristics) and reduce the total hop count by five hops. However, if n E caches n L 's resources, it can answer three queries while reducing the total hop count by six hops. Therefore, it is desirable to cache n L 's resources at n E , instead of n F 's resources, as the objective of DLC is to improve the lookup performance at a node by reducing the path length of all queries that it forwards. However, reduction in path length cannot be accurately estimated unless topology information is available. Moreover, path length varies when nodes leave and join the network. Such tradeoffs also need to be made when cache capacities of nodes are different and size of resources varies. Hence, overlay topology, cache capacity, size of resources, and their popularity need to be taken into account while determining where to place cache entries and how many cache entries to create.
Consider a P2P system with sets of N nodes and K keys, and let N and K represent the respective set sizes. Each node is selfish where a node tries to maximize the number of queries that it can answer (irrespective of other nodes)
þ be the cache capacity of node n 2 N. At each n 2 N, there is a demand n k 2 Z þ for 8k 2 K (e.g., number of queries received over a given period t). Assuming demand for k does not change in the near future, value of caching k depends on its demand and the number of hops that will be reduced due to caching. Therefore, let value v
ð1Þ where x n k 2 f0; 1g determines whether k is cached at node n (x n k ¼ 1) or not (x n k ¼ 0). While the optimization problem is NP-complete when the content sizes (S k s) are different [20] , for the purpose of enhancing lookup performance, it is sufficient to assume that S k s are small and of similar size. For example, when resources are small (e.g., domain names), a cache entry can be a replica of the resource. When resources are large (e.g., files), a cache entry can point to the location(s) of the resource. Therefore, for practical purposes, we can assume S k ¼ 1 for 8k 2 K. Equation (1) can be also interpreted as maximizing the hop count reduction. Then, the DLC problem for the purpose of content lookup can be formulated as follows:
This problem can be solved using a greedy algorithm that caches the set of resources with the highest value v n k . However, to calculate v n k , we still need h n k , which is difficult to obtain. Next, by analyzing the globally optimal behavior and taking into account the structural properties of the ORT, we show that it is possible to develop a close-tooptimal, caching solution without finding h n k .
Global-Knowledge-Based Distributed Caching (GKDC)
We formulate a relaxed version of the DLC problem in (2) that yields an analytical approximation to determine a suitable cache placement strategy. We consider the structure of ORT, as the topology is important in determining where and how much to cache. Fig. 2a illustrates a Chord ring with 32 nodes occupying the entire address space (b ¼ 5, address range [0, 31]). Fig. 2b illustrates the asymmetric ORT corresponding to key seven (k 7 ) for the general case where each node sends one getðk 7 Þ message. Branch weights indicate the number of messages forwarded from each node to its parent. A Chord ring with all the nodes is considered to simplify the following discussion. It was also confirmed (through simulations) that such an asymmetric tree exists even when only a small number of nodes are randomly mapped to the ring (i.e., N ( 2 b ). Asymmetric ORT explains why the path length in Chord is bounded by Oðlog 2 NÞ, average path length is 1=2 log 2 N, and bellshaped distribution of path lengths (e.g., see the number of branches at each level of the tree listed on right of Fig. 2b ).
To our knowledge, the relationship between asymmetric ORT and above properties was not observed in prior studies. Similar ORTs can be formulated for other structured P2P systems as well. Next, we determine the best cache placement strategy given the asymmetric ORT. Node six (n 6 ) forwards the largest number of messages to n 7 . Hence, if there is only one cache entry, it should be placed at n 6 such that all 16 lookup messages can be answered while reducing the number of hops by 16. Suppose there are two cache entries. First entry should be placed at n 6 , and the remaining entry can be placed at either n 5 or n 4 . If the second cache entry is placed at n 5 , it reduces eight hops, and the total reduction is 16 þ 8 ¼ 24 hops. Instead, if the second cache entry is placed at n 4 , it reduces two hops for eight messages (between n 4 and n 6 ) and one hop for remaining eight messages (between n 6 and n 7 ). Still the total reduction is 24 hops. If there are three cache entries, they should be placed at n 6 ; n 5 , and n 4 , and the total reduction is 32 hops. Similarly, when there is a fourth cache entry, it can be placed at n 3 ; n 2 ; n 1 , or n 0 , and four hop will be reduced. Therefore, the number of hops reduced by adding more and more cache entries follow the
If there are c k cache entries allocated to k, it reduces the number of hops by (Lemma A3, available online):
gð0Þ ¼ 0. Average reduction in hop count is given by gðc k Þ=N. Given that ORT is asymmetric, this is the best cache placement strategy. PoPCache [6] , [7] assumed that the ORT is symmetric and cache entries were placed at level 2 nodes only after placing them at all the level 1 nodes. For example, a cache entry was placed at n 4 only after n 6 ; n 5 ; n 3 ; n 31 , and n 23 . Therefore, PoPCache did not effectively utilize the ORT to place cache entries. Given the ORT-based cache placement strategy, we now determine how many cache entries to create for each key k (c k 2 Z þ ) based on its popularity. Each key has a corresponding ORT, and each overlay node belongs to multiple ORTs. Depending on a node's position in different ORTs and popularity of keys, it may have to cache multiple (key, value) pairs. However, how much a node can cache depends on its cache capacity C n . We relax the per node cache capacity constraint in (2) , such that caching behavior with respect to each key can be examined separately. We still assume a fixed global cache budget B: B ¼ NC ave ( NK, where C ave is the average cache capacity of a node. Furthermore, assume the global popularity of keys is known and the normalized popularity of k is f k ð0 < f k 1Þ. Keys are ordered according to their popularity f 1 ! f 2 ! f 3 ! Á Á Á ! f K . Also, assume each resource is of unit size (e.g., address of a node that indexes a resource). We name this scheme as GKDC. Corresponding relaxed GKDC-optimization problem can be formulated as (Lemma A4, available online):
where h ave is the average path length of the overlay network without caching. Summation term in the objective function indicates the number of hops reduced due to caching. First constraint captures the global cache capacity constraint. Second constraint bounds c k , as it is not useful to cache the same key multiple times at a node. While formulating the optimization problem, PoPCache used the upper bound OðlogNÞ instead of h ave , did not bound c k , and assumed the ORT is symmetric. Beehive does not consider a bounded B, structure of the ORT, and support only a Zipf's-like distribution. Optimization problem can be restated as maximizing the hop count reduction: where P ðl; K; Þ is the sum of popularity of last K À l keys and l is the smallest key identifier that satisfies
See Section A1, available online, for the proof. Theorem 1 suggests that the most popular l keys should be cached in all the nodes, and the remaining cache capacity B À lðN À 1Þ should be allocated in proportion to the popularity of rest of the keys. This is the best cache capacity allocation strategy given that the ORT is asymmetric. Therefore, in contrast to PoPCache, we are able to fully utilize the available cache capacity B and provide a tight bound to H ave . Moreover, theorem is valid for any popularity distribution. H ave can be determined by substituting answer from theorem in (4). Moreover, GKDC does not require finding hop count information. Correctness of the analytical solution and comparison with PoPCache are presented in Section 6.1. While these bounds are valid for Chord, we believe a similar approach will yield the bounds for other structured overlays by taking into account the structure of their ORTs.
LKDC
Cache placement and capacity allocation strategies obtained using the analysis of GKDC can be used to develop a heuristic-based algorithm for the DLC problem. Asymmetric ORT indicates that a key should be cached first at the node that forwards the largest number of messages, and then, at one of the nodes that forwards the second largest number of messages, and so on. This will result in a consistent reduction in path length of messages. Theorem 1 states that the cache capacity should be allocated in proportion to the global popularity of keys. In DLC, nodes are not aware of the global popularity of keys. However, most popular keys are evident throughout the ORT, while moderately popular ones are evident at lower levels of the ORT. Therefore, a good approximation to the proportional allocation can be obtained using a heuristic that captures the relative popularity of keys at a node. For example, if a node with cache capacity C n ¼ 1 forwards messages of k a more frequently than messages of k b , it should cache k a . Such a heuristic also enables the enforcement of per node capacity constraint where a node will cache locally most popular C n keys. Furthermore, local statistics can be collected at different granularities such that long-term and/or short-term popularity changes are properly captured. We propose a purely LKDC algorithm based on the least frequently used (LFU) algorithm. Fig. 3 illustrates the proposed LKDC algorithm described using the common API in [18] . Each node n has a cache, which can store up to C n (key, value) pairs. An overlay message (msg) has a source node, message type (put or get), and a key. For each get(key) message that a node receives, we track key's demand 2 R þ using a (key, demand) pair that is stored in the lookup table LT. get() messages also maintain a list of nodes (cList) that have decided to cache the resource. forward() is an upcall, to the DHT layer, invoked at each node that forwards a message. It enables intermediate nodes to cache, collect statistics, or drop messages. put(key, value) messages are handled as usual. When a get(key) message is received, each node keeps track of the demand for the corresponding key regardless of whether it is already cached or not (line 4 in Fig. 3 ). The local cache is then checked to see whether the msg can be answered. If so, replies are directly sent to the source node and to the list of nodes in the cList that are interested in caching the resource (lines [5] [6] [7] [8] . msg is then dropped (line 9). If the key is not in the cache, the node tries to determine whether it is useful to get a copy of the resource. If the cache is already full, it checks whether the given key has a higher demand than the LFU cache entry (lines 12-13). A node may also request a copy of the resource, if the cache is not fully occupied and the demand is above the caching threshold T cache (lines [17] [18] . In either case, the node appends (piggyback) its identifier to the cList in the msg. The msg is then forwarded to the next node. Intermediate nodes may also append their identifiers to the msg, if they also decide to cache the resource. The threshold T cache reduces the caching overhead and cache thrashing.
If resources are small and relatively static (e.g., domain names), then a cache entry can be a replica of the resource. If resources are large, mutable, or the set of peers having a resource is dynamic (e.g., files and processor cycles), then cache entries can point to sources of the resources. Therefore, our caching scheme can locate all copies of small and relatively stable resources, or point to a subset of large, mutable, or dynamic resources. The caching algorithm works with any distribution of queries and gain better performance when queries are highly skewed.
Using the addLookup function, a node also tracks the demand for keys that are not in the cache but forwards messages through it. Thus, LKDC algorithm is a perfect LFU algorithm. It enables the network to rapidly adapt to varying popularity and arrival patterns. However, it is important to properly balance the past and new information to reduce the caching overhead. Therefore, whenever a new message arrives, a node multiplies the current demand of the key by a weighting factor ð1 þ Þ; 0 1. demand of all other keys in LT is multiplied by (1 À ). If a key appears for the first time, its demand is set to (lines 26-27). When is close to zero, the algorithm is biased toward the past thus effectively responding to long-term trends. When is closer to unity, bias is toward the current information; thus, a node responds to rapid changes. and T cache control the adaptability of the caching solution while minimizing unnecessary cache requests. It is recommend to set T cache > to reduce cache thrashing. Though perfect LFU algorithms are known to take better caching decisions, they have a higher overhead as LT can grow arbitrarily large. A threshold (T remove ) is used to remove keys without sufficient demand thereby limiting the size of LT. Computational cost of the algorithm is OðsizeðLT ÞÞ. As LT is not large, we can afford to execute the algorithm every time a get() message arrives. Therefore, it can rapidly adapt to changing popularity, message arrival patterns, and piggyback cache requests on get() messages while incurring minimum overhead.
SIMULATOR
To validate the analysis in Section 4, we first simulated an overlay network with 1,000-5,000 nodes using the OverSim P2P simulator [21] . Caching algorithms were implemented on top of Chord, and the Zipf's parameter was varied from 0.5 to 1.5. For comparison, PoPCache was also simulated with accurate global popularity of keys. CBC is simulated using a 15,000-node network with 10 communities. Size of our network is either comparable or larger than the prior studies such as [5] and [6] . Nodes were assigned to different communities as shown in Table 2 . Parameters for each community were selected to observe behavior under different scenarios. Zipf's and similarity parameters were selected based on our own observations in Table A1 , available online, and [4] , [5] . To simplify the performance analysis, a static network is assumed and queries were issued only after the network was stabilized (around 2,000 s). Each node issued queries based on a Poisson distribution with a mean interarrival time of 15 s. Based on the simulations, we observed that it is sufficient to set T remove ¼ 10 (as query demands are weighted) to gain better performance while limiting the lookup table size to 50-80 entries. Results are based on 10 samples, which were sufficient to attain average number of hops within AE5 percent accuracy and 95 percent confidence level.
PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
We first validate the analytical results obtained in Section 4 using a network with a single community. Then, performance of community caching is evaluated. Fig. 4 compares the analytical and simulation results while varying N. Our analytical solution using discrete gðc k Þ (3) and its continuous approximation using ¼ log 2 1:5 closely match the simulation results. gðc k Þ-based model provides an upper bound to all the simulation results. Difference between LKDC algorithm (LKDC-Sim) and GKDC (GKDC-Sim) is $0.4 hops. Therefore, LKDC provides a desirable caching solution without the cost of estimating global popularity, structure of the ORT, or relaxing the per node cache capacity constraint. The PoPCache analytical model is derived using the upper bound OðlogNÞ for path length. Therefore, the resulting average hop count (H ave ) is very high, for example, H ave ¼ 8:82 for the setup in Fig. 4 . Hence, as a simple correction, we replaced the upper bound with h ave . Still, the corrected PoPCache analytical model overestimates H ave by 1.1-1.4 hops (see Fig. 4 ). Performance of PoPCache-Sim (with accurate global popularity information) and LKDC-Sim is similar. However, PoPCache-Sim placed 258 keys in one of the nodes, whereas LKDC-Sim placed only 20 keys in a node (reduced by an order of magnitude). Therefore, our algorithm is more useful as it does not require relaxing the cache capacity constraint or sampling messages to estimate popularity. GKDC-Sim has the lowest H ave . It was realized that though the ORTs in our simulations were also asymmetric, branch weights were somewhat off from Fig. 2b . For example, most popular path was carrying 55-65 percent of the queries though our model assumes 50 percent. Therefore, the most popular branch answers more quires (particularly useful for moderately popular keys) consequently reducing H ave . This explains why the analytical model provides a useful upper bound to simulation results. It was observed that LKDC-Sim naturally arranges cache entries among nodes reflecting the ORT, while it has to be explicitly defined in [5] , [6] , [7] . When many nodes at higher levels of the ORT start caching popular keys, they do not forward messages to lower level nodes. Therefore, the relative popularity of keys cached at lower level nodes reduces. Consequently, cache storage allocated to those keys is reallocated to less popular keys. This is not possible in PoPCache and Beehive, as they force all the nodes along the ORT or within a specific address range to cache keys. Analytical and simulation results with varying Zipf's parameters () are also in good agreement confirming the correctness of the mode (Section A4.1, available online). We also compare the performance against family of allocations derived from existing literature (Section A4.1, available online). This analysis also justifies the allocation in Theorem 1 confirming slightly more cache capacity should be allocated for less popular keys (when query distribution is highly skewed). (Table 2) ; therefore, it gained only 7.4 percent improvement with caching. However, community caching was able to reduce the hop count by 23 percent (3.1 times improvement over caching). Performance gain by each community was dependent only on its popularity distribution, and both large and small communities benefited equally, for example, {m 1 , m 5 , and m 6 }, and {m 7 and m 9 }. Performance under different numbers of communities and their relative size is analyzed in Section A4.2.1, available online. These results show that performance gained by a community is independent of the number of communities in the system and even relatively small communities gain significant performance improvements compared to system-wide caching. These confirm the effectiveness of our suboverlay formation mechanism to find community members. Suboverlay formation can also reduce the latency of geographic communities by 33-50 percent (Section A4.2.3, available online).
LKDC
CBC
Performance gain with increasing C n is shown in Fig. 7 . Though H ave rapidly reduces with increasing C n , it tends to saturate after a while. This is an artifact of the Zipf's-like popularity distribution where significant performance can be gained by caching a few highly popular resources. Yet, diminishing return is gained with very large caches. Thus, while trying to provide a guaranteed mean, both Beehive and PoPCache had to force the nodes to cache several hundreds of resources on average and several thousands in the worst case, regardless of nodes' capabilities or interests. In contrast, our caching scheme provides comparable lookup performance using small caches. Lookup performance under heterogeneous cache capacities is presented in Section A4.2.4, available online. In Section A4.2.5, available online, we also show that convergence time and overhead of the algorithm can be controlled using the weighting factor for query demand and caching threshold T cache .
To observe the adaptability of our solution to rapid popularity changes, we invert the popularities of queries, where the least popular query suddenly becomes the most popular and vice versa. This is a worst-case scenario. Fig. 8 shows the convergence of the network after popularly inversion around 4;000 s. H ave increased only by 0.5 hops and network stabilized following the same convergence pattern. It is sufficient to select hop max ¼ 4. We do not expect a significant increase in hop max , even for a very large network, as it is inversely proportional to community size N m . Our solution introduces minimum overhead as cache and member-discovery requests are piggybacked on get() and overlay maintenance messages, respectively. Caching alleviates hot spots within an overlay network because many nodes can answer popular queries. CBC solution was able to reduce the maximum number of queries answered by a Chord node from 25,151 to 1,677 (15 times reduction). Similarly, peak number of queries forwarded by a node was reduced from 27,574 to 5,191 (5.3 times reduction). Thus, the proposed solution also provides good load balancing properties. Detailed discussion on future work is presented in Section A5, available online.
CONCLUSION
A suboverlay formation and a distributed caching algorithm that adapts according to the interest patterns of explicit P2P communities are proposed. An analytical solution is used to determine the best cache placement and capacity allocation strategies and to provide useful bounds on performance. Caching algorithm utilizes only the local statistics, is adaptive, and works with any skewed distribution of queries. Overall solution enhances both the community-wide and systems-wide lookup performance and introduces minimum storage, network, and computational overhead. . For more information on this or any other computing topic, please visit our Digital Library at www.computer.org/publications/dlib.
